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! NOW AVAILABLE IN ENGLISH – TEST IT FOR FREE !
Executives’ Labour Law E-learning Guide

More than 50 companies have already tested our unique product in the field of
the labour and employment law in the Hungarian market. The executives of
§ Executives’ Labour Law Guide
these companies evaluated the interactive e-learning package ‘Executives
§ Recent developments in the rules Labour Law Guide’ extremely useful, easy-to-use, practical, and at the same time
concerning hydrocarbons concessions highly professional.
in Hungary
Gladly responding to the expectations and the demand of our clients, the
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program is NOW AVAILABLE ALSO IN ENGLISH!
It offers training to junior, senior and top managers in an understandable
manner with the application of multimedia presentation tools while delivers
essential knowledge on legal terms and conditions of employment quickly and
efficiently to the employers. It processes the new Labour Code through
interactive exercises, practical questions and business case studies that enable
the users to almost unconsciously acquire an active and in-depth legal
knowledge within a short time.
Would you kindly consider this e-learning tool as a valuable labour law training
program for the mid- and top level executives at your company, please indicate
your interest on the application sheet and your dedicated company
representative can get a 1 month free access to the e-learning guide.
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Recent developments in the rules concerning hydrocarbons
concessions in Hungary
The recently published new ministerial decree on the mining concession tender
procedure 8/2014. (II. 18.) may be interpreted as a sign of the Hungarian
National Development Ministry’s willingness to provide certain changes in order
to provide more clarity for the process after the 2013 Bid Round and to detail
and elaborate the existing rules.
Here you find a brief summary about the recently published amendment of
the Hungarian decree on the mining concession tender procedure prepared by
the Energy Law Practice Group of our law firm.

Dr Andrea Jádi Németh has been elected to the Committee
of International Affairs of the Budapest Bar Association
We proudly announce that Dr Andrea Jádi Németh, managing partner of our law
firm has been elected to the Committee of International Affairs of the Budapest
Bar Association (BÜK), which is Hungary's largest Bar Association with more than
5400 member attorneys. The introduction of the newly elected officers and
Committee members took place in the ceremonial hall of the BÜK on March 12,
2014.

Dr Éva Fülöp to speak at the high profile conference
organized by Opten on ‘The new Civil Code - Preparation
for the changes’
Senior Attorney of our law firm, Dr Éva Fülöp is going to hold her presentation
titled ‘Liability issues in the new Hungarian Civil Code’ at the sold out
conference on The new Civil Code on April 2nd at Hilton Budapest City. You can
reach here more detailed information on the invited speakers and topics of the
event.
The content of our present newsletter is of general information; it shall not qualify as legal counselling, as with respect to the specific circumstances of an individual case and to
the ongoing/continuous amendment of the legal provisions in force it may eventually be needed to adopt a position different from the foregoing. Should you have any
questions or specific problems, please contact us at budapest@bpv-jadi.com.

